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Periodic vibrations of a body in the
absence of any external force in it is called
natural vibrations. The period of vibration
depend on the size and shape of the body.

Body vibrates with the natural frequency 



When the body vibrates under the influence
of any external force , with frequency equal

to that of the external periodic force , its
vibrations are called forced vibrations.



The vibrations produced in the
diphragm of a microphone sound box
with frequencies corresponding to the
speech of the speaker are the forced
vibrations.



While playing a guitar , the artist forces
the strings of the guitar to execute
forced vibrations.



The periodic vibrations of the body  of
decreasing amplitude in presence of
resistive force are called the damped
vibrations.



The displacement time graph for the
damped oscillation is shown in the
diagram.
The Amplitude / Displacement decreases
exponentially with time.



Resonance is a special case of forced
vibration , when the frequency of an
externally applied periodic force on a body
is equal to its natural frequency , the body
readily begins vibrate with an increased
amplitude.



Sympathetic vibrations of pendulums.

On first , the pendulum A is set , into

vibrations by displacing its bob to one

side.

The pendulum D also starts vibrating. On

first , it starts with the lower amplitude and

then it acquires the same amplitude as of

Pendulum A. When the Pendulum D

acquires the maximum amplitude , the

amplitude of A becomes minimum due to

share of energy.



Sympathetic vibrations of pendulums.
The Vibrations of Pendulum B are in phase

with those of A.

The Pendulum B,C and E also vibrates with

the very less Amplitude.



Resonance in Radio and TV Receiver.



Resonance in Bridge.



Frequency heard by tuning fork due to
resonance with Air.



PYQs
Explain why Musical
Instruments like the guitar are
provided with a hollow box ?

2006



What is meant by Resonance ?
PYQs 2012



State two ways in which
resonance differs from forced
vibrations.

PYQs
2012



Name the above phenomenon.

When a tuning fork , struck by a rubber pad , is held
over a length of air coloumn in a tube ,it produces a
loud sound for a fixed length of the air coloumn.

PYQs
2006



How does the frequency of the loud sound
compare with that of the tuning fork.

When a tuning fork , struck by a rubber pad , is
held over a length of air coloumn in a tube ,it
produces a loud sound for a fixed length of
the air coloumn.

PYQs
2006



Unit of Loudness

When a tuning fork , struck by a rubber pad , is held
over a length of air coloumn in a tube ,it produces a
loud sound for a fixed length of the air coloumn.

PYQs
2006



Name the type of vibrations produced by the
vibrating body.

The diagram alongside shows the displacement -
time graph for a vibrating body.

PYQs
2012



Give one example of a body producing such
vibration

The diagram alongside shows the displacement -
time graph for a vibrating body.

PYQs
2012



Why is the amplitude of the wave gradually
decreasing ?

The diagram alongside shows the displacement -
time graph for a vibrating body.

PYQs
2012



What will happen to the vibration of the body
after sometime ?

The diagram alongside shows the displacement -
time graph for a vibrating body.

PYQs
2012



A person is tuning his radio set to a particular
station. What is the person trying to do to tune it ?

PYQs
2009



LOUDNESS
It is the property by virtue of which a

loud sound can be distinguished
from a faint one , when both are

having the same pitch and intensity.
Unit - dB (DECIBEL).



INTENSITY
The amount of sound energy passing

each second through unit area is
known as the intensity of sound. The

SI unit of intensity is (W/m^2).
Intensity is directly proportional to 



Directly To the Square of the
Amplitude
It is Inversely proportional to the
square of the distance
it depends on the surface area of
vibrating body
It depends on the density of medium
It depends on the presence of
resonating body

LOUDNESS OF SOUND IS



NOISE POLLUTION
The disturbance caused in the

enviourment due to undesirable loud and

harsh sound of level above 120 dB from

different sources such as loudspeaker.



GUYS HAVE
________

FREQUENCY ?



PITCH 
It is that characteristic of
sound by which we can
distinguis between different
sounds of the same loudness.
Due to this characteristics , we
can distinguish between a Man
and Woman ' s Voice.

Pitch = Frequency



PITCH 



QUALITY
The quality of sound is
that characteristic of

sound which enables us
to distinguish one sound
from another having the

same pitch and
loudness.



QUALITY

The sound produced due to a mixture of
several frequencies is called a note.



PYQs
Name the unit used for
measuring the sound level ?

2012



PYQs
Amplitude

Which characteristic of sound
will change , if there is a
change in its. 2012



PYQs
Waveform

Which characteristic of sound
will change , if there is a
change in its. 2012



PYQs
What will be the ratio of
their loudness ?

Two waves of the same pitch
have their amplitudes in the
ratio 2:3. 2012



PYQs
What will be the ratio of
their frequency ?

Two waves of the same pitch
have their amplitudes in the
ratio 2:3. 2010



PYQs
Name the characteristic of
sound which enables a
person to differentiate two
sounds with equal loudness 
 but having different
frequencies ? 2009



PYQs
Name the characteristic of
sound which enables a
person to differentiate
between two sounds with
equal loudness and frequency
but produced by different
beings . 2009



PYQs
State three characteristic of
a musical sound. 2001



PYQs
How does the musical sound
differ from noise ? 2001



Electron Acceptor Becomes
Negatively Charged and the
Electron Donator Becomes
Positively Charged

BHGO YRBHGO YR



The SI unit of Charge is
Coulomb.

e- = -1.6*10^-19 C



If Electrons flow in

Conductors ? Are they going

to flow in Insulators 



CURRENT (I)
Current is defined as the

rate of flow of charge.

I = Q/tI = Q/t
Current is measured by the

device named as the
Ammeter.



Ampere is the Unit of
Current Passed !

1 A = 1C/1s



Milli Ampere = 10^-3 AMilli Ampere = 10^-3 A
Micro Ampere = 10^-6 AMicro Ampere = 10^-6 A



Conduction of __________

Conduction of _____?____



Q = n*e
I = ne/t



POTENTIAL

Infinity

+

V = W/Q



SI Unit of electric potential is J/C
 Potential is 1 Volt when the work of 1J

is done in bringing 1 coulomb charge
from infinity to that point.



POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE
Potential Difference between 2 points is
equal to  the work done per unit charge in
moving a positive test charge from one
point to another.



V   -   V   = W/QA B



RESISTANCE
The Obstruction offered to
the flow of current by the

conductor (or wire) is called
its resistance.





According to Ohm's law , the current flowing
in a conductor is directly proportional to the
potential difference applied across its ends
provided that the physical conditions and the
temprature of the condition remains
constant.

V/I = constant
Putting constant equal to R

V = IR



Resistance 

SI unit is Ohm

1/R = Conductance
mho is the SI Unit



I

V

Slope = I/V = 1/Resistance of Conductor



LIMITATION OF
OHM's LAW

Ohm's Law is obeyed only when
the temprature of conductor

remains constant.



Ohmic Resistor

Non - Ohmic
Resistor



Ohmic Resistor
Obeys Ohm's Law
VI Graph is a straight line
Resistance is Constant.
Metallic Conductor is a
Example

Non Ohmic Resistor
Do not obeys Ohm's Law
VI Graph is a curved line
Resistance is a Dynamic
Resistance
LED Transitor
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FACTORS AFFECTING 
RESISTANCE

Material of the Conductor
Length of a Conductor
Cross Sectional area of a
conductor
Temprature of the conductor



Material of the Conductor

Large concentration of electrons
offers less resistance therefore a

good conductor of electricity

Length of a conductor
Larger conductor offers more

resistance , so if there is a length of a
wire and if the same radius is doubled

the resistance also gets doubled



Thickness of the Conductor
Thick Conductor Offers a less
resistance.
R is inversely proportional to 'a'.

So if the radius of the  same length
is doubles , its resistance gets one
fourth.



Temprature of the Conductor
The resistance of the conductor
increases with the increase in the
temprature.



  

R ∝ I
R ∝ I/a or R ∝ I/πr2 

R = ρ * I/a = ρ * 1/πr2 

ρ
 

 is a specific resistance
of the resistivity



ρ Specific resistance of a
material is the resistance of a
wire of that material of unit
length and unit area of cross
section.

ρ = Ra/l
Unit of the Specific

Resistance

ohm m



ρ Resistivity is very low for metals
and low for semi conductor and
then very high for the insulators.
Resistivity increases with the
increase in the temprature but it
decreases for semi conductor
with the increase in temprature



ρ1/ρ
Conductivity is the reciprocal

of the resistivity .
Unit = seimen / metre



Power Transmission - Copper
or Aluminium
Resistance wires - Manganin
and constantan.
Fuse Wire - Alloy of lead and
tin
Filament of electric bulb -
tungsten (due to high mp)
Heater , toaster - Nichrome 



SUPERCONDUCTOR
A superconductor is a substance
of zero resistance (infinite
resistance) at a very low
temprature.



Resistance
Conductance
Resistivity
Specific Resistance

Resistance
Conductance
Conductivity
Specific Resistance

What is the Obstruction Known as ?

This is the another name for the
Resistivity ?



Tungsten
Alloy of Lead and Copper
Copper
Nichrome

Alloy of Lead and COPPER
Alloy of Tin and Copper
Alloy of Copper and Aluminium
Alloy of Lead and Tin

______ wire is used in the Heaters and
Oven

Fuse wire is made up of  ______



Increases
Decreases

Increases
Decreases

One Fourth
Doubled
One Second
Four Times

With the Increase in tempratue the
conductance ?

With the Increase in mumber of free
electrons the resistance ?

If the Thickness of the Conductor gets
doubled the resistance of the wire gets 



1/ohm * metre
ohm * 1/metrw
1/siemen * 1/metre
siemen / metre

Electrons
Positive Atoms
Cathode
Anode

_________ is the unit of conductivity ?

Resistance is the collison of electron
with _______



Rho
Pie
Ohm
NOTA

One with IV Graph slope constant
One With VI Graph Slope constant
One with VI Graph Curve
One With IV Graph Curve

_________ is the sign for the
representation of the specific
resistance ?

__________ follows the Ohm's Law



free electrons flow inside the
electric cell when the cell is in use.

[Electric cell also keeps
the difference of

potential constant]



Ooh Pranay Bhaiya
aapko bulb lena

hai , this bulb has
the voltage of 12 V

Mai to propose
krne aaya tha isne

bhaiya boldia !



Do you want to
buy this bulb

bhaiya ?

Okay i'll take it !
Bathroom Mai

Lgadunga



Usne bhe bhaiya boldia
yrr i regret on my life

Kher anyways lets
analyse the bulb.



SOME TERMS YOUSOME TERMS YOU
HAVE TO KEEP IN MINDHAVE TO KEEP IN MIND

T.V = E- Ir
emf = E



>

5 ohm

>-

> >
>

+
1 ohm

EMF =
TV = 
CURRENT = 
INTERNAL RESISTANCE = 



Usne toh Mujhe befkoof

bnadiya yr ? 



EMF
EMF of a cell is the defined as

the energy spent (or work
done) per unit charge in taking
a positive test charge around

the complete circuit of the cell
(in the circuit outside the cell

as well as in the electrolyte
inside the cell) 

 



emf is represented by
the symbol ε

  
ε = W/q



ε FACTORSFACTORS
Affecting the EMF of a cell

Material of the Electrode
Electrolyte used in the
cell

Shape of electrode
Distance between the electrode
Amount of electrolyte



emf of voltaic and daniel cell is 1.08 Volt
Leclanche cell is 1.05 volt



When current is drawn from a cell
, when the cell is in closed circuit ,
the potential difference between

the electrodes of the cell  is
known as its terminal voltage
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The Terminal voltage of a cell is
defined as the work done per unit
charge in carrying a positive test
charge around the circuit
connected across the terminals of
the cell
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The Voltage drop is the difference
between the emf of the cell and
the terminal voltage.
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W/q = ε 
 

W = W'+w
V

O
LT

A
G

E 
D

R
O

P
W/q = W'/q+w/q

W'/q = V 
 

ε = V+v


